








 

 



 



 

 

Hunt ID: 5117-CO-GD-1995-011-MEAKER-A3OW-F2FJE-Great-Deer,Elk Antelope DIY and Guided 310,000 

acres 

What is so good about this Mule Deer, Elk, Antelope, Bear and Mountain Lion hunt. 

Let’s start with over 310,000 acres of game rich ground. 

Youth Guided Cow Elk and Adult assistance Hunt down to only $ 1495 

Lease hunting is available. DIY/Semi-Guided/Guided hunts available 



If you don’t draw a deer license a voucher is free. If you have more than 1 point save your point and use 

the free voucher. If you miss applying for the draw, he may have a voucher left over but those that book 

have the priority. 

Some of the best deer, elk and antelope hunting in the nation. 

If you want to hunt the private land DIY and not pay for his lodging there are options for hunting but 

staying in your own motel.  

Hunts priced for the working man. 

The only bad thing…. He is already 50% full so it will fill quickly. 

 

This outfitter understands the hunter’s budget but also that some have the desire to have a guided hunt 

VS DIY so he offers both on private land and landlocked BLM. The hunts are for Elk, Mule Deer, Bear, 

Pronghorn and Mountain Lion. With chunks across the west his hunting ground is totaling 310,000 acres 

or more. The land allows him to provide hunts in many GMU’s or units across the norther part of the 

western slope of Colorado. This includes GMU011,  as a primary but also GMU022, GMU023, GMU023, 

and even GMU211. 

With this much ground to hunt he has all the different habitat zones available which allows him to hunt 

agriculture land as wheat fields, Hayfields and even corn fields. The wild habitat includes but is not 

limited to oak brush, ,cedars, pinons, junipers, rolling hills of sage brush, and canyons, cotton wooded 

river bottoms, aspens and dark timber with pockets of open pastures. Of course, for water sources he 

has rivers, ponds and creeks, This cover 6000 feet in altitude sage brush hills to 12,000 feet, timber and 

timberline. 

 

There are many lodging options  but is mostly decided by where you hunt, which ties to when you hunt 

and what you are hunting to put you right in the game, early seasons, middle of the season or late 

seasons. 

Local guides have the savvy from many years of hunting here and guiding my clients provides a skilled 

guide to put you where the game is and connect with you bull or buck. The hunts are restively low 

impact but you need to be prepared to walk two or more miles in these altitudes to stick your head into 

the many hidden honey holes on the ranch. 

We book up early because we only hunt the land lightly to continue to have the game and the quality 

level we have been known to have in the past years. 

With all of these GMU’s and all of the license attached to these GMU’s there are many license 

combination available that will work without properties. The one that provides us the most problem 

today is the mule Deer but with 1 point you will draw. For those with 5 points or more we have 

landowner vouchers that we will give to you free with the hunt to use so that you can continue to build 

your points for your earlier plan, and hunt with us as well. No one offers this flexibility but we are 

unique and truly driven to provide you with a hunt that will fill the back of your truck with horns. 



  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

HUNTING Details 

 

We have 1 on 1 hunting, the standard 2 on 1 guiding and for economy we offer 3 on 1 guiding. 

We hunt from horses, Motor vehicles, as trucks and ATV/side by sides and of course boot leather 

depending on your game and your ability. 

We also have special hunt for youths and Handicapped hunters that bring an assistant or another hunter 

to assist them. 

We do a lot as you can see to put you onto game.  Please shoot as much as possible during your pre-

season so that you and your rifle are 1 and speed and accuracy is everything when it comes to hunting 

the west. 

Our units are easy to draw. Our Archery tags are OTC & Draw with ZERO POINTS depending on the unit, 

and a tag in the 1st and 4th rifle seasons for elk is a draw with ZERO POINTS. Elk tags for 2nd and 3rd 

rifle seasons are OTC. Our Mule Deer & Pronghorn Hunts are on a land owner voucher system and don't 

require the hunter to draw a tag, however if the hunter doesn't have any preference points for the 

animal they are going to be hunting, we will put them in for the draw just as a bonus. It’s still a 

guaranteed hunt. Our Black Bear tag is a Draw and takes ZERO POINTS.  Once you book a hunt with us, 

we will handle all of your applications for you and summit them to the State of Colorado Parks & Wildlife 

for you at no cost. 

Hunts are 5 days on Rifle Elk, 4 days on Rifle Mule Deer, 3 days on Rifle Pronghorn, 3 days on Rifle Black 

Bear, 5 days on Archery Elk & Mule Deer and 5 days on Mountain Lion. You need to arrive the day 

before your hunt starts no earlier than 12:00 pm and depart by 10:00 am after the last day of your hunt 

is over, if you’re staying in our lodging. 

 If your being packed in up on the mountain, you will be notified a time a place where to meet. Also, if 

your being packed in, you will be allowed only 75 pounds per hunter including your gear on the pack 

animal. One horse for gear and one horse for hunter. All meals are prepared in home-style fashion. Early 

arrivals must be previously arranged and an additional charge will be assessed for each hunter. 

Many hunters want to arrive early to scout and adjust  to the altitude. This is a good thing to do but for 

that we are not prepared but there are motels, KOA Camps and other options to stay in during those 

days. We put 100% of our concentrations on getting ready for your hunt. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

Pricing & Packages 



Reservations are on a first-come first-serve basis. A 50% deposit is required to guarantee your 

reservation. All deposits in other outfitters is non-refundable, but with us you transferred to next year or 

another hunter or if you are unsuccessful in the draw application for your tags, we will refund your 

deposit in full within 30 days.   

Season Dates & License Fees: Colorado Parks and Wildlife 

https://cpw.state.co.us/ 

303-297-1192 

Note: License fees are not included in the price of hunts. All prices are subject to change. 

 

 

Elk Hunts 

We have some of the best elk hunting in Northwest Colorado in units or GMU’s are GMU011, GMU022, 

GMU023, GMU024 and GMU211 for Archery and Rifle seasons. These units are known for there Deer 

and elk number and history. These  units are all interconnected and some licenses are the same that 

cover every unit including where you will be hunting in one of them. The bulk of them are in what is the 

golden Triangle of Elk, this triangle is the summer/winter home of hundreds of thousands of elk every 

year.  Yes, you will see elk. GMU24 for example is predominately higher altitude and the elk will be in 

the higher altitudes early in the season but will begin their migration first and migrate west and south 

and they head to their wintering grounds and begin arriving in November and December. Now, to throw 

a curve in it, elk don’t migrate by a calendar date, they migrate the safe high ground in route to the not 

as safe low ground when the snow depth inhibits their finding grass easily. There is no set date when 

that happens or where it will happen, for instance if the area they are in has tall grass because the north 

side of the mountain is moister, the snow can be deeper, and they will stay because grass is still 

accessible. I have seen times that they will stay in a safe area and paw through 8” of snow to eat where 

they feel safe. 

On the other hand, if they are on the south slope of a mountain the ground tends to be dryer and 

grasses grow shorter, and they will move, until the sun burns off the south side slope. Put these 

variables along with there are elk that stay at 11,000 all year in cover by an open meadow where the 

wind keeps the exposed meadow snow blown off. I have elk at the low altitude in scrub oaks that block 

the wind and snow and provide them the safety that they would have at the top of the mountain. Now 

add to it each herd of 5-5000 have a lead cow that has 14 seasons under her belt and will do what she 

feels is best, it worked because she has lived through 14 years so she may only migrate down to 8000 

feet. What I am trying to display is that elk in general have a mind of their own and no one knows what a 

elk will do but uses historical similarities to make their best guess. In this case you have the increased 

odds of finding them because of the large volume of elk in this area in summer and winter and in-

between. These are all premium units with high elk populations locally and migrating in and through 

them. 

We don’t have good elk numbers, we have GREAT elk numbers since Colorado hosts around 450,000 elk 

and we have more than our share. Of course, all our hunts are fair chase only so it is imperative that you 

https://cpw.state.co.us/


practice with your bow or rifle before you arrive.  You will be in elk, but only you can make a good shot. 

In the timbered areas the shots average around 250 yards and their chest is a 30x30 area. In the more 

open areas or across meadows 300 yards can be needed. I always say if you need to shoot at 200 yards, 

then practice at 300 yards then the 200 yard shots easy. In the field always use a res for your rifle for 

success. You can bring a bi-pod, shooting sticks, and other devices or if available when you shot is 

available the top of a sage brush with a coat draped over it or laying flat on your belly which usually 

provides the steadiest shot. Many animals have faded in the cover and a hunter standing up with a 

warm rifle. We never recommend off hand shooting. Excitement and breathing can make a 50 yard shot 

a miss if you are standing. Ask your guide when in the field so that you and he are in sync before the 

moment comes. Standing still for a long time is not the strongest skill of an elk. Getting into cover or out 

of sight on the other hand is though. You must remember your time starts when the elk sees you. 

Getting into position for the shot is also on your clock, he may not stand there very long. 

Our elk hunting areas as most of the state are in 4-point or better as most of Colorado units, thereby 

increasing your chances of taking a mature bull elk.  Typically, our hunters achieve a successful harvest 

on 4x4-point or better bull elk, with most bulls running in the 5x5 to 6x6 point range. They are generally 

scoring in the ranges from 250"-300" with a chance at some over 300". 

The terrain you will hunt varies from dark timber, aspens, rolling sage hills, hay fields, river bottoms, 

open meadows, dense oak brush, pinon-juniper trees & cedar trees.  No matter what your hunting 

terrain preference or your physical condition we have a spot for you. 

Most of our hunt are drive, glass, spot and stalk, but not all.  

For the hunter who prefers to put tasty elk steaks in the freezer rather than antlers on the wall, we also 

offer cow elk hunting at a reduced rate.  Our cow elk hunts take place on the last 3 days of November. 

We also have a kids hunt for cow elk that we run in December.   These big game herd reduction hunts 

help to control our over-abundant elk herds. Colorado’s herd is larger than all the other 6 western elk 

states put together, that is called elk density, and our area and north of us have the highest elk density 

in the world. 

Our elk hunt tags are easy to get with two seasons being OTC and two seasons being a draw tag with 

zero points and even at a second choice.  

If you like hunting elk or need one for you wall or meat in your freezer this is the place to be with a rifle 

or bow. 

As we say in the west hunting deer and elk is like hunting a moving target because during the hunting 

season both deer and elk are moving. Add the mid November rut to the mule deer and where the deer 

will be at any given time is hunting or searching for a moving target. 

 

 

Mule Deer Hunts 

Our units contain some of the best Mule Deer hunting in the west and the populations has been just 

exploding in the last few years. You will see deer. You will shoot at Mule Deer. If you practice with your  



We have great private land to hunt, and with the public land around us the deer hear the first shot and 

they quickly leave the high pressure hunted public areas and come into our private land areas to 

increase our deer density even more so. Our shot opportunity is 99% and has always been 100% but I 

never want to overestimate the unknown future to anyone.  

We have our deer hunters on an outstanding success rate of 100% for more than three years running. 

The bucks taken are averaging 159"-181" and a few around 200". 

Our mule deer hunting ranches are in what is known as some of the best country in Northwest Colorado.  

The terrain is rolling sage hills with draws and canyons, hay fields, river bottoms, meadows, juniper-

pinon trees, cedar trees,  that offer you some exciting hunting adventure experiences. 

The high desert arid ness of the low land to the high country all have deer. You will find them living and 

eating in brushy areas and going to higher areas as timber so they are less accessible. Ad to this their 

migration is determined by the moon but snow can expedite that travel requirement. 

As we say in the west hunting deer and elk is like hunting a moving target because during the hunting 

season both deer and elk are moving. Add the mid November rut to the mule deer and where the deer 

will be at any given time is hunting or searching for a moving target. 

Our mule deer hunts can run when bucks are batched up into bachelor herds to during the rut and we 

do have landowner vouchers available to assist of hunters if needed. Some of our units don't take any 

points to draw depending on what season & GMU it is for. 

So, if you are looking for a big buck, we have it. Tell your wife you found it, then after the hunt show 

here your big buck, it is just a natural. 

 

=================================================================================== 

Antelope Hunts 

We have some fantastic antelope hunting in Northwest Colorado.  Our Colorado antelope hunts are 

conducted on some of the finest private ranches. 

Northwest Colorado is famous for its large herds of antelope and is consistently producing record-class 

animals.  Northwest Colorado is one of the most sought after trophy antelope hunting areas in the West. 

  

Our ranch antelope management is extreme, and our antelope hunters have achieved 100% success 

rates on nice bucks for the last three years. In addition to our excellent resident antelope herds, hunting 

pressure on nearby properties causes more antelope to migrate onto the private land. For our archery 

antelope hunters, we have pre-set blinds at established and scouted water holes. 

We do receive a limited number of "landowner vouchers" each year for our hunting clients who prefer 

not to wait out the drawing process.   

 



 

 

 

  

Bear Hunts 

Our Bear Hunts are in game managements unit GMU011 and GMU024 that have a large amount of 

scrub oak, serviceberry and choke cherry vegetation. This vegetation is very dense thick cover and 

produces acorns and berries that the bears love. Due to this there is a very good bear population in 

these units. Our Black Bear Hunts are offered during the month of September only. This is the time Black 

Bears are spending more and more time each day gorging themselves on berries and acorns. It also 

makes water sources good because with the eating and the heat they water every 4 hours or so. 

It is not uncommon that when they find a place with a lot of feed, and a close water hole together they 

will pattern to that water source. 

During this season we will do a lot of glassing to locate bears as they forage. We see a wide range of 

colored black bears, everything from black to cinnamon, and in more recent years, lighter blonde 

colored bears have been spotted as well. The average bear will be 250 pounds, though we see bears 

each year up to the 500 pound range. Our bear hunts 2 to 1 or a 1 to 1 and are all fully guided.  Our 

guides are experienced and knowledgeable. Our Black Bear hunts are all guided and are all spot and 

stock. Colorado Bear hunting is all free range hunting so it can require some physical conditioning. We 

can customize hunts to your needs and requirements. 

 

===================================================================================== 

PRICING 

RIFLE COW ELK HUNTS- COST PER HUNTERBOOK 
Late Season Cow Elk $1500.00 (Draw Tag with Zero Points) unlimited spots,  
(3-day hunt), Full Guided on private land with lodging but No meals. (GMU011 Only) 
 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU011/ Cost 
November 28th thru November 30th (3-day hunt)  
GMU011 $ 2195 Discounted down to only…………………………………………………………………………… $ 1495 
 
Kids Cow Elk Hunt (unlimited spots), with lodging but no meals,  
full guided,1 free non-hunter is allowed.   
 
December 3rd thru December 5th(3-day hunt) 
GMU011 $1700 Discounted Down to Only…………………………………………………………………………….$ 1495 
 
December 7th thru December 9th (3-day hunt) 



GMU011 $1700 Discounted Down to Only…………………………………………………………………………….$ 1495 
 
December 11th thru December 13th(3-day hunt)  
GMU011 $1700 Discounted Down to Only…………………………………………………………………………….$ 1495 
 
December 15th thru December 17th(3-day hunt)  
GMU011 $1700 Discounted Down to Only…………………………………………………………………………….$ 1495 
 
December 19th thru December 21st(3-day hunt) 
GMU011 $1700 Discounted Down to Only…………………………………………………………………………….$ 1495 
 
 
 
DIY Big Game Hunts - COST PER HUNTER  
We offer a variety of DIY or DIY/Semi-Guided hunts and packages for both Archery & Rifle in Colorado. 
 
ARCHERY ELK DIY/Semi-Guided Hunts PROGRAMS 
Archery Elk Season Mesa River Property, (OTC) (DIY ONLY),  
With No Lodging & Meals, on private ground. 
 (Minimum 2 hunters to reserve) Priced Per Hunter 
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………………………..………… $ 1995  
 
HUNTING INFORMATION- COST PER HUNTER  
 COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU/ Cost/ 
August 31st thru September 4th (4 hunts available, 5-day hunt) 
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
 
 
September 6th thru September 6th (4 hunts available, 5-day hunt)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
 
 
RIFLE & DEER DIY HUNTS- COST PER HUNTER 
Rifle Elk & Deer for the Mesa Property on the river (Draw Tags & OTC Tags) in GNU022, $ 1995 per 
hunter, with no lodging, hunting about 1000 acres of private ground and access to state public ground 
behind our ground, about 5000 acres or so. Minimum 2 hunters but no more than 6 to a group. 
 
HUNTING INFORMATION  
Dates / GMU022/ Cost 
1st Rifle Season (Elk Only)  
October 13th thru October 17th (5-day hunt) 
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
  
2nd Rifle Season (Deer & Elk Season)  
October 20th thru October 24th(5-day hunt)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
 



 
3rd Rifle Season (Deer & Elk Season)  
November 3rd thru November 7th (5-day hunt)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
 
 
4th Rifle Season (Elk Only)  
November 14th thru November 18th (5-day hunt)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………… $ 1995  
 
 
Rifle Elk & Deer (Draw Tags & OTC Tags) in GMU011, $ 1995 per hunter, with no lodging, hunting about 
1500 acres of private ground and access to BLM public ground. Minimum 2 hunters but no more than 6 
to a group. 
 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
 Dates / GMU22 / Cost 
2nd Rifle Season (Deer & Elk Season)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………….……… $ 1995  
 
October 20th thru October 28th (9-day hunt)  
(Minimum to lease is 4 no more than 6) 
3rd Rifle Season (Deer & Elk Season)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………….……… $ 1995  
 
 
3rd thru November 11th (9-day hunt) GMU022 4th Rifle Season (Elk Only)  
November 14th thru November 18th (9-day hunt)  
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………….……… $ 1995  
 
Rifle Elk Only for the National Forest with access across Private Land,  
Base Cabin at the Tent Lodge  (Minimum to lease is 4 no more than 6) 
GMU022  $2900 Discounted Down to only…………………………..………………………… $ 1995  
 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTERBOOK / GMU024/ Cost Per Hunter 
 (Draw Tag Zero Points)  
1st Rifle Elk Season, October 13th thru October 17th  
(5-day hunt) GMU024 $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………………………………….$ 2395  
 
2nd Rifle Elk Season,  
(5-day hunt) GMU024 $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………………………………….$ 2395 
 
3rd Rifle Elk Season October 20th thru October 28th (OTC Tag)  
(9-day hunt) ) GMU024 $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………………………………….$ 2395 
 
4th Rifle Elk Season November 3rd thru November 11th (OTC Tag), 
(9-day hunt) ) GMU024 $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………………………………….$ 2395 
 



November 14th thru November 18th (Draw Tag Zero Points) Experience the Wilderness 
(5-day hunt)GMU024$ $ 3500 Discounted Down to only…………………………………….$ 2385 
 
Experience the Wilderness 
Nestled 2 miles into private property the permanent tent camp is a favorite amongst our Do it Your Self 
Colorado hunters. With access to both private and forest, the opportunities are endless! Take a moment 
and learn more about our lodging below. 
 
 
 
ARCHERY ELK FULL GUIDED HUNTS 
Archery Elk Full Guided Hunt (OTC Tag) GMU011 and GMU022, Private Land Hunt, Pinon Ridge, Smith 
Gulch, & The Mesa Property 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
  
Dates / GMU011 and 022 /  
August 25th thru September 29th(5-day hunt)  
GMU011 and GMU022 $5000 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 3795  
 
September 3rd thru September 7th (5-day hunt)  
GMU011 and GMU022 $5000 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 3795  
 
September 10th thru September 14th(5-day hunt) 
GMU011 and GMU022 $5000 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 3795  
 
September 19th thru September 23rd (5-day hunt)  
GMU011 and GMU022 $5000 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 3795  
 
 
SEPTEMBER FALL RIFLE BLACK BEAR FULL GUIDED HUNT 
September Fall Guided Bear Hunt in the Forest (Draw Tag, Zero Points)  
(GMU011) (1 to 1 Guide Ratio, Staying In the main lodge) 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU / Cost 
September 24th thru September 26th (3-day hunt)  
GMU011 Trophy Hunt $3100 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 1995.00  
 
September 28th thru September 30th(3-day hunt)  
GMU011 Trophy Hunt $3100 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 1995.00  
 

RIFLE FULL GUIDED PRONGHORN ANTELOPE HUNT 
Rifle Full Guided Private Land Only Pronghorn Hunt in GMU023 
(Draw Tag or landowner voucher if we get them)  
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU0/ Cost per hunter 
October 6th thru October 8th (3-day hunt) 
GMU023 Trophy Hunt $3200 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 2195.00  



 
October 10th thru October 12th (3-day hunt) 
GMU023 Trophy Hunt $3200 Discounted Down to only ……………………..$ 2195.00  
 
 
RIFLE FULL GUIDED ELK HUNT ON PRIVATE LAND 
Staying at the Main Lodge 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU / Cost 
(Draw, Zero Points to Draw This Tag)  
 
1st Rifle Elk Season Private Land 
October 14th thru October 18th(5-day hunt)                                                                                               
GMU011 $ 5800 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………….. $4795 
 
 
2nd Rifle Elk Season Private Land (OTC Tag)  
October 21st thru October 25th(5-day hunt)  
GMU011 $ 5800 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………….. $4795 
 
3rd Rifle Elk Season Private Land (OTC Tag) 
November 3rd thru November 7th(5-day hunt)  
GMU011 $ 5800 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………….. $4795 
 
4th Rifle Elk Season Private Land (Draw Tag, Zero Points)  
November 14th thru November 18th (5-day hunt)  
GMU011 $ 5800 Discounted Down to only…………………………………………………….. $4795 
 
 
RIFLE FULL GUIDED ELK HUNT ON PRIVATE LAND - DROP CAMP 
Staying on Drop Camp 
HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU/ Cost 
1st Rifle Elk Season Private Land (Draw, Zero Points to Draw This Tag)  
October 14th thru October 18th (5-day hunt - Staying in Smith Gulch) GMU011 $ 4495 
 
2nd Rifle Elk Season Private Land (OTC Tag)  
October 21st thru October 25th (5-day hunt - Staying in Smith Gulch) GMU011 $ 4495 
 
3rd Rifle Elk Season Private Land (OTC Tag) 
November 3rd thru November 7th (5-day hunt) GMU011 $ 4495 
 
4th Rifle Elk Season Private Land (Draw Tag, Zero Points)  
November 14th thru November 18th (5-day hunt) GMU011 $ 4795 
 
 
RIFLE FULL GUIDED MULE DEER HUNT 
Guaranteed Hunts & Guaranteed Tags 



HUNTING INFORMATION - COST PER HUNTER 
Dates / GMU000/ Cost 
2nd Rifle Season Mule Deer (Private Land Only)  
October 20th thru October 23rd With Landowner Voucher Included if needed 
(4-day hunt) $ 6800 Discounted Down to only ………………………………………………$ 5795 
 
2nd Rifle Season Mule Deer (Private Land Only) 
October 25th thru October 28th With Landowner Voucher Included if needed 
(4-day hunt) $ 6800 Discounted Down to only ………………………………………………$ 5795 
 
3rd Rifle Season Mule Deer (Private Land Only)November 3rd thru November 6th  
With Landowner Voucher Included if needed(4-day hunt) $ 5795 
 
3rd Rifle Season Mule Deer (Private Land)  
November 8th thru November 11th With Landowner Voucher Included if needed 
(4-day hunt) $ 6800 Discounted Down to only ………………………………………………$ 5795 
 
 

Colorado Hunting Season Dates 2018 
Archery Season 
Elk & Deer                            August 25 – September 23 

Moose                                    Sept 8 – 23 

Pronghorn(bucks only)     August 15 – 31 

Pronghorn (either sex)      September 1 – 20 

Muzzleloader 
Deer/Elk/Moose                    September 8 – 16 

Plains Deer east of I-25       October 13 – 21 

Pronghorn                              September 21 – 29 

Rifle Deer/Elk/Moose 
Moose                                                  October 1 – 14 

1st Season Elk only                          October 13 – 17 

2nd Season Deer/Elk Combined   October 20 – 28 

3rd Season Deer/Elk Combined    November 3 – 11 

4th Season Elk (limited Deer)        November 14 – 18 
 
 
© Copyright Discounted Hunting Adventures llc 

License Fees 

Important Note: Anyone ages 18-64 MUST purchase a Habitat Stamp in order to buy or apply for a 

preference point or for a hunting or fishing license. For more information, see Habitat Stamp 

Basics.  

http://cpw.state.co.us/Documents/Shop/AppsLicenses/HabitatStamp/RevisedHabitatflyer.pdf
http://cpw.state.co.us/Documents/Shop/AppsLicenses/HabitatStamp/RevisedHabitatflyer.pdf


 Resident Nonresident 

Elk, Cow $ 49 $ 500 

Elk, Bull or Either Sex $ 49 $ 650 

Deer $ 34 $ 379 

Moose $ 254 $ 2,084 

Pronghorn, Buck or Doe $ 34 $ 379 

Bear $ 44 $ 354 

*All prices include a 25-cent search-and-rescue fee, a 75-cent surcharge for the Wildlife 

Management Education Fund and a $3 application fee for limited licenses applied for in the draw. 

*Nonresident fishing licenses are good through March 31. 

Habitat Stamps  

(non-refundable) 

Resident Nonresident 

Habitat Stamp (valid 4/1–3/31) $ 10 $ 10 

Lifetime Habitat Stamp $ 300.25 $ 300.25 

 
 
 
 



 
 

We accept 

  

 

 Bless the soldiers that risk their lives to protect this great country we live in and 

keep us safe from those that wish us harm.  

 

Hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds of happy hunters in 28 states and 

Canada every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer, Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, Sheep, Exotics, and even hogs. All 

hunts subject to license availability and on a first come first serve basis. 
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